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Kawasaki’s Awesome H2

Suzuki X7 Restoration
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Classic Motorbikes.net - the web site for classic and vintage motorcycles and scooters. We have classic
bike galleries, insurance, bikes for sale, forum, manuals, reviews and much much more. Our gallery
database contains thousands of classic bikes from the best of British, European and Japanese to world
wide classic bikes spread over hundreds of dedicated classic bike pages. Check out our classic bike
reviews and road tests, restoration projects, race bikes and specials and classic bikes for sale. Thousands
of classic bike pages for your enjoyment.
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reviews and road tests, restoration projects, race bikes and specials and classic bikes for sale. Thousands
of classic bike pages for your enjoyment.

May 2013
I have recently looked into getting my entire collection of bikes back on the road and
have been shocked by the cost of insurance. Why is it when you have several machines you have to pay the full cost of insurance on each and every machine when
you can only ever ride one at a time? It seems ludicrous to me to have to pay on
road risks for a machine that is in the garage and can only be ridden when the
others are languishing in its place. Needless to say I have found the cost of getting
them all road legal to be a bit steep and for no apparent reason so this project will
have to wait some while.
When not in the saddle or in the workshop You can be sure of getting all your
classic kicks online
at classic-motorbikes.net
Chris Pearson
The Editor

Dont Forget to follow us on

Classic Motorbikes.net - the web site for classic and vintage motorcycles and scooters. We have classic
bike galleries, insurance, bikes for sale, forum, manuals, reviews and much much more. Our gallery
database contains thousands of classic bikes from the best of British, European and Japanese to world
wide classic bikes spread over hundreds of dedicated classic bike pages. Check out our classic bike
reviews and road tests, restoration projects, race bikes and specials and classic bikes for sale.
Thousands of classic bike pages for your enjoyment.

What's On in May
11th & 12th May The Carole Nash Great Scottish Bike Show Lanark Agricultural
Centre, Lanark, ML11 9AX.
12th May The 2nd Vale Royal Classic Car & Motorcycle ShowArley Hall and
Gardens, Northwich, Cheshire, CW9 6NA.
12th May 3rd Ixion Cavalcade St Barnabas Church, Sea Road, Bexhill on Sea,
East Sussex, TN40 1JG.
18th and 19th May Crich Tramway Village Classic motorcycle and scooter
weekend Crich Tramway Village, Derbyshire
19th May 2013 Norman Day Willesborough Windmill, Mill Lane, Hythe Road,
Ashford, Kent. TN24 0QG.
25th May 2013 26th Southern Classic Bike Show and Autojumble Kempton Park
Racecourse, Staines Road East, Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex TW16 5AQ
26th May Thurton Autojumble Thurton Village Hall, Thurton, Norwich, Norfolk,
NR14 6AX
26th May Conyboro Motorcycle Run Six Bells Inn, Chiddingly, East Sussex.
26th May Romney Marsh Classic Bike jumble Marsh Road,
Hamstreet, Kent, TN26.
26th & 27th May, The 36th Cheshire Classic Car and Classic Motorcycle Show
CapesThorne Hall, Sinnington, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK11 9JY.
27th May The 8th Surrey Festival of Transport Loseley Park, Guildford, Surrey,
GU3 1HS.
1st & 2nd June Coupes Moto Legende 2013 www.coupes-moto-legende.fr/en
1st June Rufforth Auto Jumble Rufforth Park, Wetherby Road, Rufforth, Yorkshire, YO23 3QF.
8th & 9th June Yorkshire Coast Bikers Weekend Esplanade, Hornsea, North
Humberside, East Yorkshire, HU18 1NQ.
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Kawasaki H2

Since its introduction in 1972 right through to the present day, the H2 has struck fear
into the hearts of bikers all over the world. If there was a dictionary just for motorcycles under the section for crazy, heart stopping, exhilarating and other such superlatives, the text under each heading may well read see Kawasaki H2!! Whilst we are
in the mighty biking tome the H2 may also be found languishing under the headings
of both “Tankslapper” and “Wheelie” as these words didn’t get much of a mention
before 1972.
The “experienced riders only” tag became attached when the first 500’s were tested
back in 1969 as these had a light switch power delivery that saw the front mudguard
obstructing the riders view more often than not. Even by today’s incredibly high
standards the H2 is still an impressive machine to get to grips with, the power kicks
in strongly with the exhaust changing from its soft pussycat purr into a riotous lions
roar, at 5000rpm pulling all the way through to the power peak a mere 1800 revs
later and the red line along with its treble figure top speed to be had smack on
7500rpm.
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Quite revolutionary for the period was the piston port H2’s ability to potter around
quite comfortably well below the 5k position on the tacho with just a short period of
haze created following such riding while the engine cleared its throat shooting off
into the distance. The 120 degree crank layout gives a smooth and deceptive ride
so that step up onto the power comes as a bit of a shock for those not in the know. .
Thankfully the carburetion, 32mm Mikuni’s already well used in two stroke race circles, was pretty well sorted from the off as was the CDI ignition enabling a smooth
power delivery low down in the rev range. But hey, pottering around is not why the
triple was put on this earth, the bike literally begs to be taken for walkies and high
spirited, licence destroying ones at that. Equally as radical was the way the H2 lifted
its skirt and disappeared over the horizon more often than not without the assistance of the front wheel! These days modern machines are over geared ridiculously
to enable good motorway cruising and high top speeds, back in the seventies however no one cowered away from their responsibilities and the H2 in particular had a
final ratio of 3.13 –1 giving a good rate of acceleration off the line and those all too
regular wheelies.
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Every pump of the throttle feeds the petrol
hungry, big-bore motor that simply begs for
a larger carbs to pour even more juice in
there. One has to be careful when opening
the taps however as the chassis always feel
somewhat left behind the proceedings, the
H2 doesn’t handle badly it just has a very
laid back approach to keeping the wheels
inline making the frame feel flexible and
soft. Once held firmly taught and tied in
knots the frame does respond well its just
those “little” moments when change is required like switching from full lean to full
power that gets the heart racing. Any movement is amplified by the wide and stretched
back bars, a big selling point stateside apparently, but these also help the cause
greatly by giving that extra bit of leverage to
get the misshapen and recalcitrant H2 back
into line again.
Using the five speed gearbox takes some getting used to with neutral found right at
the bottom of the box exactly where some Jap bloke left it but that aside the action
is slick and the ratios reasonably close enabling the fast acceleration to continue
unabated. First seen in 1972 the H2, or Mach IV as it was known in some countries,
certainly was for the time at least, the ultimate sporting machine and arguably the
first of the real Superbikes. Just like the lime green racers it was heavily based upon
the engine far outweighed the chassis capabilities and the H2 was quick to earn a
reputation as a real riders tool. In reality, with its milder porting and wider spread of
power, it was a much calmer version 500 Mach III triple that formed the basis for the
larger capacity bike. The horsepower leap from 60 to 74 bhp, instantly provided by
the bigger capacity, served to shock the world, leaving all comers from other manufacturers in the shade while the Kwak’s wheelie pulling ability became stuff of legends. The H2 out dragged every thing currently on the market and continued to do
so for some considerable time after wards. Great things were obviously planned for
the H2 from the outset as, although it came with fairly basic equipment, the necessary mounts were provided to fit a second disc up front and a hydraulic steering
damper to help steady the wild front end. Of course a damper can only do its work
when the tyre is actually touching the tarmac!
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The overall style remained largely unchanged from the start of production to the end
with just minor cosmetic changes evident across the 4 year run. The swing arm was
lengthened with 1974 H2-B to improve handling and keep the front down a wee bit
and the overall power was also reduced by three BHP presumably for the same reasons, but those mods apart the H2 looked very much the same bike as it bowed out
of the limelight in 76 as it did in 72. There was talk of a square four version, indeed a
prototype existed and was paraded around, this would have made sense as the upcoming 500GP racer also used that engine configuration but the emission laws stateside heralded the end of any serious big capacity two stroke. It was the time for
innovative and envelope pushing two strokes, the racing world was based heavily
upon roadster based machines and as the most amount of power per capacity came
then, and probably always will, from a two stroke engine then the by product had to
be crazy bikes on the road. The Suzuki GT750 with around 72bhp on tap, should
have been the equal of the H2 but in reality the US markets demands ensured that
the bike was destined to be an over weight and bulky machine due to the water
cooling and extensive chassis fitment. More akin to the H2 ethos was the GT500
and this vastly underrated twin cylinder machine could out perform most, particularly
where corners where involved but in a straight drag the H2 had longer legs by far.
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Honda were left completely for dead in a cloud of blue smoke madness and with
only the CB750 to hand simply couldn’t compete in the outright acceleration and
speed stakes, even Yamaha had little with which to do battle, their biggest machine
of the time was the R5 350 twin, albeit fast and furious it was around twenty miles
and hour slower and, as such, no match for a well ridden and sorted H2 in a straight
line at least, throw a few twisty B roads into the equation however and the Yam, with
its far more capable race bred chassis, started to make more sense.

The bike that destroyed the
Bulldog spirit?
The Brits simply had no
answer to the Jap onslaught
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Spec Kawasaki H2 (Mach IV)
Engine:
Air cooled, Piston Port, Two Stroke triple
Capacity:
748cc
Bore & stroke: 71 x 63mm
Compression Ratio: 7:1
Carburetion:
Mikuni VM30SC
Max Power:
74 bhp @6800rpm
Torque:
42 ft-lbs@ 5500 rpm
Transmission: Five speed , wet clutch chain final drive
Frame:
Steel tube twin loop
Suspension:
36 mm telescopic front forks, twin shock rear
Wheels:
3.25 x 19 front 4.00 x 18” rear
Brakes:
Single floating calliper, 295 mm disc
( 2nd disc optional) 203 mm single leading drum
rear
Wheelbase:
1410 mm
Weight:
454lbs (206kgs)
Fuel capacity: 18 litres
Top speed:
124mph
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The X factor

Gary Haythorn is well known within the classic world having been a regular attendee with his stunning machines at the many classic shows over the last few years. His latest creation is a superb
better than new Suzuki X7, the first 250cc machine to be capable of a genuine 100mph, a position
it held for two years until the next generation of quarter-litre bikes arrived.
Known locally as Dougie, Gary Haythorn grew up in the 80’s, his first motorcycle experience was
on a Honda C70 at the age of twelve. “It literally took my breath away”, Gary recalled, “the feeling
was euphoric and that was it, I was hooked”.
“I was allowed a field bike FS1E at thirteen, and then spotted in the local Ford garage a Suzuki X5
200, taken in as a part exchange, 8000 miles on clock in yellow, £150.00 later and it was mine.
The local lads all had proper bikes, CB’s GT’s, and the bike of the moment, the X7, it seemed so
much bigger and better finished off than the X5. The frame, and bike in general, looked the same
but it was fatter, as were the tyres, the talk all X7 too, it did this and did that and could also power
wheelie, so the legend grew quickly especially for those not fortunate to ride one.“
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I was mesmerised by the bike and it stuck with me throughout formative years. I passed, my bike
test in 1987, and guess what I bought, that’s right, an X7, tatty I agree but still an X7. I did a
quick,17-year-olds restoration on it and it looked good, well at least I thought so. It was fun and I
thrashed it, blew it up, re-built it, thrashed it and blew it up, in an endless series of such incidents. I
now have a large collection of Japanese two and four-stroke bikes including a GPz900R Kawasaki
and many Suzuki’s, and just recently had an idea to restore an X5, and another idea to do an X1,
and then thought, hey, lets have a full house and restore an X7 as well. I looked and bought as
cost effectively as I could a fair condition £700 machine with some damage, and painted in some
pretty funny colours, the restoration had begun.”
“Once the very sorry looking X7 was home, I stripped it,
photographing every stage of the tear down, but soon
noticed that it had seen some down the road action,
along with some horrid wiring loom repairs. First things
first, strip down the rear dampers and find better silencers from the great eBay, and send all the chrome work
for replating. Next, degrease and wire wheel brush all
the nuts and bolts and fasteners and linkages etc and
send off to a local zinc platers for their attention. One
week later, all the parts were back and looked fantastic,
all the original bolts with the digits 4 and 7 on the heads
and that Suzuki "S" mark looked new.

Next came the frame and its various
bolted on components, all were
sand blasted by myself in fine sand,
and brought to a perfect clean bright
finish. Two pack primer was applied, then flatted off before lashings of two-pack black was
sprayed on and that was it, the frame was done. My attention turned next to the motor, I fully
stripped it to leave the bare cases, which were blasted with fine grit so as not to damage the delicate surfaces. new pistons were fitted along with a complete set of gaskets, and all the lovely
re-plated bolts clamped it all together.
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The engine covers were flatted with wet and dry and a semi-matt grey metallic applied leaving the
completed motor looking factory fresh and as new. The next job on the list was the electrics and
this proved to be the trickiest of the lot, the loom being in a really poor state having been repaired
with scotch locks and white tape. A new one was no longer available form Suzuki so I turned my
effort to that great supplier of all things unwanted by others, eBay.
Many hour spent searching the world failed to turn up a new loom, not even a usable used item
appeared so I had to change my line of thought. years earlier I had scrapped an X7 for spares for
my road bike at the time, some parts remained in a box languishing up in the attic so a quick hunt
soon revealed a tidy wiring harness that once cleaned up and a few connectors had been replaced was working and looking like new again.
The paintwork was next on the list of jobs to be done, this is my specialist department, so one relatively easy for me to do in house, saving much expense in the process. I learnt this trade working
in a body shop from leaving school at 16 until 21, and then changing to my current job, working on
HGV's. The panels were mostly cracked, and the tank dented, but this job comes as second nature to me having been shown the right way to tackle such work. Decals were made by the friendly
and helpful chaps Graham and Ted, at the Image Works, Ilkeston, Derby.
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These were carefully applied and lacquered over and the end result looks fantastic. There is nothing better
for spurring on a restoration job than having the finished tank and side panels sat on the shelf awaiting fitting to the chassis. I am also lucky to have a good friend for all the new parts, CH Biggadikes Motozone at
Spalding Lincs have been a great help, Clive spends hours sourcing
Suzuki parts for me, lets me raid his parts bins of old parts, and then gives me discount on top of that, he
makes endless cups of tea too. The final build up was fairly straight forward as much of the work had been
anticipated and completed well in advance based upon the restorations I have completed before.
To finish the job off, where possible, every cable and clamp, indicators and lamps was purchased from Suzuki via Clive. A new seat was needed but, as the X7 seat is a no longer a stocked part, a search on the
internet found one at T and GT parts in Holland, a chap called Macel helped out no end with this purchase.
When the seat arrived it didn’t fit correctly, so another search began, this proved more than difficult, but,
after 12-months of looking, a new one appeared on eBay but at a price, £275 changing hands before my
X7 looked right and was completely finished. Seat apart, the bike took about six-months to do in total, using up many nights and weekends, as well as tea breaks at work. My boss, Malcolm Roffe of Roffes transport ltd, Sutton Bridge, tolerates me and I cant thank him enough as his haulage yard and workshops are
littered with my complete bikes and parts of bikes awaiting attention. Also a very big thanks to my local
Ford car franchise dealer, Leesons garage of Sutton Bridge, John Cooper, the proprietor lets me use his
low-bake oven for all my painting requirements, what a guy he is, but he does have a bigger collection of
bikes than me.”
1980 Suzuki X7 EN
Type Air-cooled, two-stroke, twin cylinder
Capacity 247cc
Bore x stroke 54 x 54mm
Fuel System 2 x 26mm Mikuni VM28SS
Clutch/gearbox wet clutch, 6-speed, chain final drive
Electrics PEI electronic ignition
Frame tubular steel single down tube
Front suspension 32mm telescopic forks
Rear suspension steel swing-arm with twin oil damped shocks
Brakes front/rear 254mm disc single-piston floating-caliper
178mm single-leading-shoe drum
Wheels front/rear 3.00 x 18 3.50 x 18
Dry weight 128kg
Wheelbase 1310mm
Seat height 762mm
Fuel capacity 14.8litres
Top speed 101mph
Max power 28.5bhp@8300rpm
Fuel consumption (claimed) 35mpg
Price new £ 836 inc vat (1980)
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All this and much more
Do keep logging on

